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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of Project 

Since bassoonist Nadina Mackie Jackson’s solo career began in 2001, she has 

recorded eight solo CDs and performed hundreds of times as a soloist.1 A strong advocate 

for the bassoon as a solo instrument, she has commissioned and premiered 17 bassoon 

concertos within the past decade.2 In 2013, she and trumpet soloist Guy Few released the 

Juno-nominated CD Canadian Concerto Project: Volume 1.
3
 Since then, her 

commissioning efforts have become more widely recognized. 

The purpose of this project is to document a portion of Nadina Mackie Jackson’s 

career as a solo bassoonist and to follow the composition and premiere of two concertos 

that she commissioned: Paul Frehner’s Apollo X (2013) and Constantine Caravassilis’ 

Silver Angel (2015). These two commissions were selected because they were in their 

formative stages when I contacted Nadina Mackie Jackson about participating in this 

project in October of 2013. This project also demonstrates an example of what goes into 

creating a bassoon concerto from scratch, from the initial commission request, to the 

composer’s preparation to write the concerto, to the communication and collaboration 

between the performer and composer during the compositional process, culminating in 

the premiere of the work.  

                                                

1 Nadina Mackie Jackson and Hey Shauna, “Nadina Mackie Jackson: Solo Bassoonist who Plays Well with 

Others,” https://nadinamackiejackson.com/about/, accessed August 3, 2017. 
2 Nadina Mackie Jackson, “Premiere Dates,” e-mail message to Margaret P. Fay, August 20, 2017.  
2 Nadina Mackie Jackson, “Premiere Dates,” e-mail message to Margaret P. Fay, August 20, 2017.  
3 Guy Few and Nadina Mackie Jackson, Canadian Concerto Project: Volume 1, Group of Twenty-Seven, 

conducted by Eric Paetkau, recorded July 17-18 and September 8, 2012, MSR Classics MS 1480, 2013, 

Compact disc. 
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1.2 Description of Project 

There are two components to this project, a video documentary and this paper. 

The documentary, entitled Silver Angel and Apollo X: A Glimpse into Nadina Mackie 

Jackson’s Canadian Bassoon Concerto Project, introduces Nadina Mackie Jackson’s 

career as a solo bassoonist and follows preparations for the premieres of Silver Angel and 

Apollo X. The material for the video documentary consists primarily of video and audio 

footage from interviews with Nadina Mackie Jackson, Constantine Caravassilis, Paul 

Frehner, and artistic directors Kevin Mallon and Eric Paetkau. It also includes footage 

from rehearsals, pre- and post-performance interviews, a collaborative session with 

Nadina Mackie Jackson and Paul Frehner, and demonstrations of several extended 

techniques. An overview of the video footage used in the documentary is shown in Table 

1. 
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Table 1. Overview of Video Footage Used in the Documentary.  

 

INTERVIEWS 

Date Interviewee Location 

November 
14, 2014 

Paul Frehner, composer of Apollo X Paul Frehner’s home, 
London, Ontario 

June 11, 
2015 

Nadina Mackie Jackson, solo 
bassoonist 

St. Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Church, Ottawa, Ontario 

June 11, 
2015 

Constantine Caravassilis, composer of 
Silver Angel 

Bed and Breakfast, Ottawa, 
Ontario 

June 12, 
2015 

Kevin Mallon, artistic director of 
Thirteen Strings 

St. Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Church, Ottawa, Ontario 

February 
5, 2016 

Eric Paetkau, music director of Group 
of Twenty-Seven 

Heliconian Hall, Toronto, 
Ontario 

June 21, 
2016 

Nadina Mackie Jackson, solo 
bassoonist 

Nadina Mackie Jackson’s 
house, Drayton, Ontario 

ADDITIONAL FOOTAGE 

Date Description Location 

November 
17, 2013 

Collaborative session with Paul 
Frehner and Nadina Mackie Jackson 
on first movement of Apollo X 

Paul Frehner’s house, 
London, Ontario  

June 11, 
2015 

Thirteen Strings rehearsal of Silver 

Angel 

St. Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Church, Ottawa, Ontario 

June 12, 
2015 

Backstage during Thirteen Strings 
concert featuring Silver Angel 

St. Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Church, Ottawa, Ontario 

February 
5, 2016 

Group of Twenty-Seven rehearsal of 
Apollo X 

Heliconian Hall, Toronto, 
Ontario 

June 24, 
2017 

Demonstration of extended techniques 
and “Leap of a 12th” background 
music, performed by Margaret Fay 

Studio 242, Western 
University, London, Ontario  

 

 

The paper focuses on Nadina Mackie Jackson’s career as a solo bassoonist and 

Paul Frehner’s Apollo X. “Chapter 2: Nadina Mackie Jackson and the Canadian Bassoon 

Concerto Project” describes Nadina Mackie Jackson’s unusual career and provides 

insight as to the motivation behind her many commissioning projects.  “Chapter 3: Paul 
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Frehner’s Apollo X” outlines Frehner’s career as a composer, describes some of his 

sources of inspiration for Apollo X, and details some of the changes that were made to the 

bassoon part of the first movement as a result of his collaboration session with Nadina 

Mackie Jackson on November 17, 2013. 

 

1.3 The Artist Known as Nadina 

As a solo bassoonist, Nadina Mackie Jackson is widely referred to as simply 

“Nadina.” At her request, Nadina Mackie Jackson is referred to as “Nadina” throughout 

this document. In keeping with academic convention, the composers and music directors 

are referred to by last name.  
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Chapter 2: NADINA MACKIE JACKSON AND THE CANADIAN 

BASSOON CONCERTO PROJECT 
 

2.1 Humble Beginnings and Ten-Dollar Bassoon Lessons 

When Nadina Mackie Jackson describes her introduction to the bassoon, the 

magnitude of the occasion is immediately apparent. Not only does she remember the 

details of the first day she took her bassoon home to practice down to what she was 

wearing, but the vitality of her language, “The bassoon came to me…,”4 conveys the 

importance assigned to the occasion. Now Canada’s most recorded solo bassoonist,5 

Nadina’s prowess as a bassoonist came from unlikely beginnings. 

Nadina was born on a mountain ranch near Owen Lake and Nadina Mountain, 

British Columbia, Canada, on November 28, 1958, to Bernard Allan Mackie (1926-

2017)6 and Mary Mackie (1996-2012).7 When Nadina and her brother reached school 

age, the family moved several times, eventually settling in Prince George, British 

Columbia. Her father was an award-winning log builder, teacher, and author of 

several books on log building.8 Her mother was a writer and journalist best known for 

her extensive blog coverage of the ‘BC Legislature Raids’ from 2003 to 2010,9 and 

                                                

4 Nadina Mackie Jackson, interview by Margaret P. Fay, Drayton, Ontario, June 21, 2016. 
5 Jackson, www.nadinamackiejackson.com. 
6 Logan’s Funeral Home, “Death Notice: B. Allan Mackie,” Logan’s of Perry Sound, February 2, 2017, 

www.logansfuneralhome.com/death-notice/b-allan-mackie, accessed August 3, 2017. 
7 Jackson, www.nadinamackiejackson.com. 
8 Bernard Allan Mackie’s first book, Building with Logs (1971), was an international bestseller and is 

now in its ninth printing. Source: BAM, “B. Allan Mackie: Life and Work,” B. Allan Mackie, 
http://www.ballanmackie.com, accessed August 5, 2017. 
9 Two days after her death, she was referred to as a “defender of democracy” in the BC Legislature. 

Source: GlobeLife Deaths, “Mackie, Ida Mary (nee Luxton),” Globe and Mail, March 10, 2012, 

http://v1.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/Deaths.20120310.93288638/BDAStory/BDA/deaths, 

accessed August 4, 2017. 
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she was also a key figure in establishing the B. Allan Mackie School of Log Building 

and the Canadian Log Builders’ Association, which was established in 1974.10  

Nadina’s musical studies began in Prince George at the age of 14, when she 

started playing flute in band, though she admits that her first choice of instrument was 

the piccolo. She was drawn to the bassoon when she heard her band teacher, a tuba 

player who happened to be an amateur bassoonist, perform in a wind quintet. After 

the concert, she asked her band teacher about the bassoon, a moment Nadina 

describes as “unusual in itself” because she was “such a shy kid.”11 The Prince 

George school district did not own a bassoon at that time, but Nadina’s enthusiasm 

was rewarded when the district acquired funds that allowed for the purchase of a 

plastic bassoon.  

There was no bassoon teacher in northern B.C., but Nadina was determined to 

have lessons from the beginning. Once a month, she flew down to Vancouver for a 

lesson with Roland Small, the principal bassoonist of the Vancouver Symphony at 

that time. There was one flight in each direction per day, and Nadina would fly down 

one day, have a lesson, and then spend the night in the Vancouver Airport before 

flying home. Nadina describes the experience as negative, both in terms of the 

atmosphere in the lessons and in that she paid the “full rate” of $10 rate for lessons 

and had to pay for reeds, in addition to two flights for each lesson. She insists, 

                                                

10 In 2000, the organization changed its name to “International Log Builders Association.” Source: 

Mackie, www.ballanmackie.com/about. 
11 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
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however, that the negativity of the experience “only served to make me want to do it 

more.”12  

 

2.2 Professional Training 

Though perhaps a relative late-comer to musical studies, Nadina devoted 

herself wholly to the instrument and made quick progress. Nadina entered the 

Bachelor of Music program at the University of British Columbia in 1975, at the age 

of 16 and only two years after beginning her bassoon studies. Christopher Millard, the 

twenty-year-old recently appointed principal bassoonist of the Vancouver Symphony 

Orchestra, was the bassoon teacher at UBC. Nadina considers him to have been an 

extremely generous teacher, giving her six-hour lessons and no doubt doing all he 

could to fuel his young student’s exorbitant enthusiasm for and devotion to the 

bassoon.  

During the summer between her first and second years at UBC, Nadina spent 

six weeks studying privately with Gerald Corey (1934-2010), the principal bassoonist 

of the National Arts Centre Orchestra in Ottawa at the time, taking in all she could 

from this venerable bassoonist. She credits this intense period of study as having a 

huge impact on her progress at a formative time in her bassoon studies.  

After two years at UBC, Mackie Jackson was accepted into the Curtis Institute 

of Music in 1977, where she studied with Bernard Garfield and Sol Schoenbach.13  In 

1980, she performed Mozart’s Bassoon Concerto, K. 191, with the Curtis orchestra. 

                                                

12 Ibid. 
13 Nadina Mackie Jackson, liner notes to Twelve Fantasias, Odd Bird Studios 620673150323, 2002, 

Compact disc. 
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Shortly before her graduation from Curtis in 1981, she won the second bassoon 

position with the Montreal Symphony Orchestra.  

 

2.3 Nadina’s Career Before Becoming a Solo Bassoonist 

Nadina was a member of the Montreal Symphony Orchestra (MSO) for ten 

years, from 1981 to 1991, playing in recordings under music director Charles Dutoit, 

performing solo recitals, and performing on occasion as a concerto soloist with the 

MSO and other orchestras in the region.14 She also performed as a substitute musician 

with the National Arts Centre Orchestra in Ottawa, Ontario, and the Toronto 

Symphony Orchestra.15 She considers this time as a member of the MSO to have been 

an integral part of her bassoon training, stating that, “Right when I joined the 

symphony, I really wanted to play solos with them. I had just played the Mozart with 

Curtis before I joined the orchestra, and I thought, “This is great! This is like 

everything together! You play second bassoon, you learn how to control your 

instrument and then stand in front of the orchestra and ride on top of that sound.”16  

Upon leaving the MSO in 1991 with overuse injuries, Nadina continued to 

play orchestrally as a member of the Canadian Opera Company Orchestra for two 

years (1991-1993). She studied Baroque bassoon and performed as a member of the 

Aradia Ensemble, a period instrument orchestra formed in 1996 under music director 

Kevin Mallon.17  

                                                

14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
17 Aradia Ensemble, “Aradia Ensemble: Fresh Baroque,” www.aradia.ca, accessed August 8, 2017. 
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Eager to perform in an ensemble that allowed a greater creative outlet for the 

musicians, Nadina formed The Caliban Quartet of Bassoonists with Toronto 

Symphony Orchestra bassoonists Fraser Jackson, Kathleen McLean, and Michael 

Sweeney in 1993.18 The ensemble is named after the “monster-like character” Caliban 

from William Shakespeare’s The Tempest.19  In its early days, the quartet also 

performed under the name “The BassOOnatics.” When speaking with Nadina about 

the ensemble’s formative years, she says, “I really, really wanted a bassoon quartet. I 

had to drag them all to do it. But to me, there were these huge talents, those three 

players Kathy, Fraser, and Mike. Huge extra-abilities, all of them.”20 In terms of 

“extra-abilities,” both Fraser Jackson and Michael Sweeney are top-rate arrangers, 

and all four members of the ensemble have a gift for creating performances that are 

infused with creativity and a high level of artistry, which is apparent in the artwork 

and photography on their CD jackets, the eclectic repertoire they have created for 

themselves, and invigorating live performances.  

Fraser Jackson and Michael Sweeney created most of the arrangements that 

make up the ensemble’s varied repertoire, which includes arrangements of Johannes 

Brahms’ Eight Waltzes, Op. 39, Peter Maxwell Davies’ Farewell to Stromness, 

George Gershwin’s Three Preludes, Reynaldo Hahn’s Trois cartes postales, 

Raymond Scott’s Powerhouse, and Jean Sibelius’ Sonatine No. 1, Op. 67. The 

                                                

18 Fraser Jackson, Liner notes to BassOOnatics!, The Caliban Quartet: Fraser Jackson, Nadina Mackie 

Jackson, Kathleen McLean, and Michael Sweeney, with Mark Duggan, CBC Records MVCD 1116, 

1997, CD.  
19 Fraser Jackson, Liner notes to BassOOnatics!. 
20 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
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ensemble went on to record three CDs: BassOOnatics! (1997), Feast (2001), and 

Caliban does Christmas (2005). 

Though the ensemble is not currently active,21 it is clear that Nadina’s time in 

the ensemble was meaningful to her. She states, “The sound, the vibration that 

happened, when that level of playing and listening goes together. We rehearsed 37 

hours for our first concert, which, professional musicians don’t do, four hours would 

be enough. But, just working everything, working the sound, it was a life-changing 

experience.”22 This “life-changing experience,” complete with its fresh repertoire, 

control in the hands of the artist, deep level of listening and artistry, and prominence 

of the bassoon, may have contributed to Nadina’s motivation to venture forth as a 

solo bassoonist and commission new works that feature the instrument in a solo 

capacity. 

 

2.4 Becoming a Solo Bassoonist 

Nadina considers the year 2001 to be the start of her solo career. Though she 

performed solo recitals regularly in the years leading up to 2001, the year 2001 is 

marked by a major recital with flutist Patrick Gallois and pianist David Swan and 

preparations for her first solo CD.23 In the first few years as a solo bassoonist, she 

recorded three solo CDS: Twelve Fantasias (2002), Ever After (2003), and Notes from 

Abroad: Worldly Music for Bassoon and Piano (2004), and performed solo recitals.  

                                                

21 The ensemble performed their last concert on December 14, 2008, in Barrie, Ontario. Nadina Mackie 

Jackson, “Re: Questions for you,” e-mail message to Margaret P. Fay, August 25, 2017. 
22 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
23 Jackson, e-mail message to Margaret P. Fay, August 25, 2017. 
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In 2005, Nadina met trumpet, corno da caccia, and piano soloist Guy Few 

when she was subbing with the Montreal-based ensemble Le Kiosque à Musique, led 

by Alain Trudel, in a performance of the Canadian opera Le Lauréat (1905), by 

François-Joseph Vézina.24 The two soloists were seated next to each other and they 

connected immediately as both musicians and friends, so much so that after the 

rehearsal, Nadina had one of her commission requests changed from a concerto for 

bassoon and orchestra to a double concerto for bassoon, trumpet, and orchestra.25 The 

result of this commission was Double Concerto (2007) by Canadian bassoonist-

composer Mathieu Lussier. Nadina and Guy Few have been performing as a duo ever 

since.  

Their first CD, Bacchanale (2007), which features a mix of double and solo 

concertos, including Lussier’s Double Concerto. won “Best Classical Orchestral 

Album 2009” at the Just Plain Folks Music Awards.26 Since then, they have recorded 

three more CDs, Romanza (2007), after hours (2011), and Canadian Concerto 

Project: Volume One (2013).  Nadina also recorded a solo bassoon CD, Vivaldi 

Bassoon Concerti, in 2013. Her focus in the past few years has been on 

commissioning and performing more bassoon concertos, appearing as a concerto 

soloist for a newly composed concerto 38 times from 2013 to 2017 alone.27 During 

that period, she also performed many times as a concerto soloist for less recently 

                                                

24 Leonard Turnevicius, “They have more than a Few stories to tell,” Hamilton Spectator, January 24, 

2013, accessed August 24, 2017. 
25 Turnevicius, “They have more than a Few.” 
26 Few, Guy and Nadina Mackie Jackson. Liner notes to after hours. Guy Few and Nadina Mackie 

Jackson. Andrew Kwan Artists Management Inc., 2011, compact disc. 
27 Jackson, e-mail, August 20, 2017.  
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composed bassoon concertos, such as Weber’s Andante and Hungarian Rondo, Op. 

35, and several concertos by Antonio Vivaldi. 

Nadina’s bold decision to become a solo bassoonist was unlikely to have been 

met without criticism. As Nadina puts it, “The formula that exists in my generation is 

that bassoon players are not soloists. However, it only happens if they are a member 

of an orchestra and if they are a member of an orchestra, once every 5-10 years they 

will be asked to play the Mozart concerto.” To abandon her orchestral positions and 

venture forth as a soloist was arguably both brave and foolhardy. Though the decision 

was clearly made with an awareness of the fight for bassoon solo status that lay 

ahead, it also seems to have been a necessary one in order for her to achieve her 

goals. During her time as a primarily orchestral player, she says, “I did get to play as 

a soloist a few times, but it made people suspicious. It’s considered a hierarchical 

opportunity. But, it made no sense to me because there is so much repertoire written 

for us, thousands and thousands and thousands of fantastic concertos.”28 As an 

orchestral player wanting to be a soloist, Nadina clearly felt that her status as an 

orchestral player was standing in her way. 

When talking about her philosophy on becoming the “greatest player you can 

possibly be,” she states, “I’ve always sensed that you can be a great orchestral player 

and be developing a solo career. Truly, you learn how to play in front of an orchestra 

by being in the orchestra to some extent. (…) But, to be the greatest player you can 

possibly be, you have to do everything, there’s no reason not to.”29 It must have been 

difficult to set aside a type of musical performance that she felt truly improved her 

                                                

28 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
29 Ibid. 
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bassoon playing, while simultaneously limiting her opportunities as a soloist. 

Regardless of what the perfect solo-orchestral balance might be, it is clear that 

Nadina’s current solo career allows for some amount of orchestral work. She is 

currently a member of the Group of Twenty-Seven, an orchestra led by Eric Paetkau, 

and Orchestra Toronto, led by Kevin Mallon, and is a frequent substitute musician 

with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. Nadina feels that this orchestral work makes a 

significant contribution to her bassoon playing. She adds, “I want to play in 

orchestras, but if you play in orchestras too much, you will never get a solo 

opportunity. If you don’t play in orchestra, it’s extremely difficult to get a solo 

opportunity. However, if I do get a solo opportunity, it’s always successful.”30 

It’s difficult to pinpoint exactly how Nadina has managed to create a solo 

career for herself. Her mastery of the instrument and engaging personality certainly 

account for much of her success, but an almost bull-headed perseverance, a record of 

consistently memorable and artistically conceived performances, and an ability to 

write strong grant applications, and lots of them, likely make up a large part of it as 

well. In her biography, she describes herself as, in addition to a solo bassoonist, a 

visual artist and writer. These last two have played a large role in shaping Nadina’s 

solo career. Anyone who has seen Nadina perform likely remembers the colour of her 

hair, currently blue, and something about her outfit, be it the silver hues, flowing tie-

dyed fabrics, or leather boots. In every performance, Nadina makes a point of talking 

to the audience and connecting with them, encouraging them to talk to her after the 

concert, to have her sign one of her CDs for them. To this, Nadina, adds, “I think 

                                                

30 Ibid. 
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what emerged over time was the confidence and the resources to create opportunities 

for myself. And then, once you have that material, then you can offer it to presenters 

and organizations.”31  

When it comes to grant applications, her skills as a writer allow her to back up 

every artistic vision with well-written, persuasive text. For her concerto projects, she 

has received commissioning grants from the Ontario Arts Council, recording and 

development grants from FACTOR, and commissioning grants from the Canada 

Council. She has also led fundraising campaigns for recording projects, such as 

Romanza. She “shows her artwork annually, all proceeds used to fund recording 

projects.”32 In order to fund her earliest recording projects, she sold all of her 

historical instruments.33  

It could come across as though a solo bassoon career is possible only for 

someone like Nadina, who can spearhead her career from so many different angles, as 

a musician, writer, painter, engaging speaker, and true aesthete. This is probably 

exactly the opposite of the message Nadina would like to convey to the aspiring 

bassoonists of the world. It is clear in talking to her that she would like to encourage 

all young bassoonists to pursue solo playing in some capacity. In her own career, she 

regrets not having taken the solo bassoonist plunge earlier on in her career. She goes 

on to say, “At that time, I felt, well, I’m not quite ready. No, if you know the piece 

you need the experience and anything that looks like an opportunity, take it, because 

we need many, many experiences.” 

                                                

31 Ibid. 
32 Jackson, www.nadinamackiejackson.com. 
33 Jackson, liner notes to Twelve Fantasias. 
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2.5 Nadina’s Canadian Bassoon Concerto Project 

 Since 2006, a new concerto has been written for Nadina almost every year. 

The year 2007 was particularly fruitful, with the creation of three new concertos by 

Mathieu Lussier and one by Alain Trudel. As shown in Table 2, seventeen concertos 

have been written for her to date. The sheer volume of concertos is impressive, 

especially when you take into account the fact that this list does not include her 

commissions for works that are not concertos. All of them have been performed at 

least once, and several have received multiple performances.34 

 

                                                

34 Nadina has performed Lussier’s Le dernier chant d’Ophélie seven times, Lussier’s Double Concerto 

five times, Lussier’s Bassango four times, Lussier’s Bacchanale three times, Oickle’s ‘squeezed from 

wood’ three times, Frehner’s Apollo X three times, and Caravassilis’ Silver Angel two times. Source: 

Jackson, e-mail, August 20, 2017. 
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Table 2. Bassoon Concertos Written for and Commissioned by Nadina Mackie Jackson 
as of October 11, 2017. 

Composer Title of 

Concerto 
Instrumentation Year of 

Composition 
Date of 

Premiere 
Location of 

Premiere 
Premiering 

Orchestra 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Bassango Solo bassoon, strings 2006 February 
2, 2014 

Brampton, Ontario Rose Orchestra, led 
by David Warrak 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Double 

Concerto 

Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, strings 

2007 June 16, 
2007 

Grand River 
Baroque Festival, 
Ayr, Ontario 

Grand River Baroque 
Festival Orchestra, 
led by Eric Paetkau 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Bacchanale Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, strings 

2007 June 16, 
2007 

Grand River 
Baroque Festival, 
Ayr, Ontario 

Grand River Baroque 
Festival Orchestra, 
led by Eric Paetkau 

Alain 
Trudel 

Carnets de 

Voyage 

Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, string 
orchestra, percussion 

2007 February 
8, 2008 

Glenn Gould 
Studio, Toronto, 
Ontario 

Toronto Chamber 
Orchestra, Alain 
Trudel 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Spring 

Lullaby 

Solo bassoon, strings 2007 2010 Grand River 
Baroque Festival, 
Ayr, Ontario 

Grand River Baroque 
Festival Orchestra, 
led by Eric Paetkau 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Le Dernier 

Chant 

d’Ophélie 

Solo bassoon, strings 2008 February 
8, 2008 

Glenn Gould 
Studio, Toronto, 
Ontario 

Toronto Chamber 
Orchestra, Alain 
Trudel 

Mathieu 
Lussier  

Oddbird 

Concerto 
Solo bassoon, strings, 
percussion 

2009 November 
15, 2013 

Trinity-St. Paul’s 
United Church, 
Toronto, Ontario 

Group of Twenty-
Seven Chamber 
Orchestra, led by 
Eric Paetkau 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Nightfall, 

Opus 27 

Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, harp, and 
wind ensemble 

2009 November 
23, 2009 

Maureen Forrester 
Recital Hall, 
Wilfrid Laurier 
University, 
Waterloo, Ontario 

Wilfrid Laurier 
University Wind 
Ensemble, led by 
Michael Purves-
Smith 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Fort 

Coligny 

Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, orchestra 

2009 February 
16, 2014 

Toronto Centre for 
the Performing 
Arts, Toronto, 
Ontario 

Orchestra Toronto, 
led by Kevin Mallon 

Glenn Buhr man will 

only grieve 

if he 

believes the 

sun stands 

still 

Solo bassoon, 
orchestra 

2010 November 
9, 2012 

Grace Church on-
the-Hill, Toronto, 
Ontario  

Group of Twenty-
Seven Chamber 
Orchestra, led by 
Eric Paetkau 

Adam 
Scime 

Concerto Solo amplified 
bassoon, electronics, 
and chamber orchestra 

2011 January 
24, 2011 

Walter Hall, 
University of 
Toronto, Toronto, 
Ontario 

University of 
Toronto New Music 
Ensemble, led by 
Constantine 
Caravassilis 

Michael 
Occhipinti 
 
 

Sicilian 

Proverbs 

Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, string 
orchestra, percussion, 
electric guitar 

2013 April 25, 
2014 

Bloor Street United 
Church, Toronto, 
Ontario 

Group of Twenty-
Seven Chamber 
Orchestra, led by 
Eric Paetkau 

Michael 
Occhipinti 
 
 

Thirteen 

Seconds 

Solo bassoon, solo 
trumpet, string 
orchestra, percussion, 
electric guitar 

2013 April 25, 
2014 

Bloor Street United 
Church, Toronto, 
Ontario 

Group of Twenty-
Seven Chamber 
Orchestra, led by 
Eric Paetkau 

Paul 
Frehner 

Apollo X Solo bassoon, strings, 
percussion 

2013 February 
5, 2016 
 

Centre for Social 
Innovation, 
Toronto, Ontario 

Group of Twenty-
Seven Chamber 
Orchestra, led by 
Eric Paetkau 

Constantine 
Caravassilis 

Silver Angel Solo bassoon, strings 2015 June 12, 
2015 
 

St. Andrew’s 
Presbyterian 
Church, Ottawa, 
Ontario 

Thirteen Strings, led 
by Kevin Mallon 

Lucas 
Oickle 

‘squeezed 

from wood’ 

Solo bassoon, full 
orchestra 

2016 August 27, 
2016 

St. John’s Anglican 
Church, 
Lunenburg, Nova 
Scotia 

Nova Scotia Youth 
Orchestra, led by 
Dinuk Wijeratne 

Mathieu 
Lussier 

Songs of 

Love & 

Sorrow 

Solo bassoon, strings 2017 October 
11, 2017 
 

Heliconian Hall, 
Toronto, Ontario 

Group of Twenty-
Seven Chamber 
Orchestra, led by 
Paul Frehner 
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The name “The Canadian Concerto Project” was not applied to Nadina’s 

commissioning efforts until 2013, when she and Guy Few were looking for a name for 

their new CD, which features six new concertos by four Canadian composers. Two of the 

recorded concertos are for solo bassoon and orchestra, three are for solo bassoon, solo 

trumpet, and orchestra, and one is for solo trumpet and orchestra. In anticipation of more 

recording projects to come, they called their CD Canadian Concerto Project: Volume 1. 

The name “Canadian Concerto Project” should only be applied to Nadina’s 

commissioning efforts loosely. Not only does the namesake CD feature Nadina and Few 

with more or less equal prominence, Nadina does not have strong feelings about working 

exclusively with Canadian composers. It just so happens that most of the composers she 

knows are Canadian. She adds, “to be truthful, I’d like to be getting concertos from 

beyond our borders.”35 

Initially, I thought that one of the reasons Nadina was commissioning so many 

concertos was to make up for a lack of repertoire for the instrument. When I asked 

Nadina whether she felt that there was a lack of excellent bassoon repertoire, especially 

when compared to more commonly played instruments like the piano or the violin, she 

disagreed. “I don’t see it that way. Until we’ve examined it, I’m not sure that we don’t 

have a comparable amount of repertoire if you relate the demographics. There’s going to 

be ten times more violinists than bassoonists. We’ve got repertoire, and it’s good. All 

this, ‘But, it’s not top quality!’ How do you know unless you play it? And unless you 

                                                

35 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
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play it well, not just, ‘Unh, unh!,’ but really have the chops to play it.”36 Whether or not 

the bassoon repertoire is lacking in volume when compared to other instruments is 

perhaps up for debate, but Nadina made it clear that is not on her radar when it comes to 

her commissioning projects. 

When I asked Nadina what drives her to keep up these commissions, she 

answered, “There’s enough existing concertos to keep me busy for all my life, but I think 

that encouraging these really great people to write now, is a once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity. It feels really important to be releasing a new concerto every year. It feels 

like it keeps my sound alive and that one of these pieces will inspire other players.”37 She 

is also determined to make her contribution to a vibrant and widely appreciated bassoon 

repertoire. She says, “I would like to see enough performances that the public could have 

opinions. Just like all of us know whether we’d like to hear the Tchaikovsky violin 

concerto or the Brahms, or the Gubaidulina. […] I’d like to see that in the bassoon world, 

because then I’ll know that the volume is sufficient that there’s no stagnation, we’re not 

stuck on the Mozart for five generations.”  

Nadina may not be a household name yet, but there is no question that her 

projects are attracting attention and garnering recognition. Her CD Canadian Concerto 

Project: Volume 1 received a Juno nomination, along with the Toronto Symphony 

Orchestra, Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra, and violinist James Ehnes. Nadina claims this 

was a “huge deal,” explaining that “to achieve any kind of recognition as one of the lower 

                                                

36 Ibid. 
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caste instruments is really important in this day and age and has to be ridden for all it’s 

worth.”38 

Nadina is currently principal bassoonist of Group of 27 and the Aradia Baroque 

Ensemble and a frequent substitute musician with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. 

Since launching her solo bassoon career in 2001, she has been a member of many 

chamber groups, including the Caliban Quartet, Musica Franca, Network Winds, 

THREE, and her duo with Guy Few. 

 

2.6 Other Projects  

 In addition to her engagements as a soloist, Nadina always has an eclectic array of 

projects and ideas in the works. Between performance engagements, she somehow finds 

the time to teach, write grant applications, paint, maintain several websites,39 ponder 

ways of engaging the audience, kayak, and experiment with new ideas such as profiling 

cane by hand. Though the focus of this project is on two concertos from a list of 

seventeen that were written for Nadina, it would not do her multi-faceted artistic career 

justice if a few of her other projects were not acknowledged. 

 Teaching has made up a significant part of Nadina’s work as a bassoonist since 

her career began. She has served on the faculty at the University of Toronto, the Glenn 

Gould School, Wildrid Laurier University, SUNY-Fredonia, and McGill University. At 

                                                

38 Ibid. 
39 Nadina’s websites include her personal website (www.nadinamackiejackson.com) and sites for the 

Council of Canadian Bassoonists (http://www.councilofcanadianbassoonists.ca) and her late father 

(http://www.ballanmackie.com). 
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one time, she taught at four of these schools simultaneously.40 Her relationship to 

teaching has changed with time. She says, “When I was ten years younger than you, I 

thought you were either a performer or a teacher, and that’s not true either. You’re both, 

always, whether you get paid for it, or get enough work at either is another question, but 

as soon as you present, then you’re teaching. If I’m not teaching, I’m not connecting with 

the next generation.”41 She also acknowledges that she is sometimes torn about whether 

or not she really has time for teaching, saying, “I like teaching, always, but I think, I have 

so much work to do, and I could be on the computer, just hounding presenters, instead of 

trying to figure out how to get someone to double tongue or make a reed.”42 

Concerned about the lack of widely available resources for aspiring bassoonists, 

she founded the Council of Canadian Bassoonists, an “organization of professional 

bassoonists, teachers and students devoted to promoting the bassoon and in particular, 

helping students in remote parts of Canada to receive the support they need.”43 Nadina 

describes the charitable organization’s mandate as “helping people who don’t have the 

means to access bassoons, reeds, teachers, but beyond that, encouraging performances 

that match our highest ideals.”44  She hopes to see her organization grow and thrive in the 

years to come. If the organization eventually has the necessary funds, she says, “I’d love 

to have a competition where some enormously talented kid could win an instrument that 

would sustain them for their entire career. I want deep ambition to be rewarded.”45 

                                                

40 In 2006-2007, Mackie Jackson was on faculty at the Glenn Gould School, SUNY-Fredonia, the 

University of Toronto, and Wilfrid Laurier University. 
41 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Nadina Mackie Jackson and Hey Shauna. “Council of Canadian Bassoonists,” Council of Canadian 

Bassoonists, www.councilofcanadianbassoonists.ca, accessed August 10, 2017. 
44 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
45 Ibid. 
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Nadina conceives of each performance as more than just a live iteration of 

musical works. For her, true human connection to the audience is vital and she says that 

she believes in “multi-sensory absorption.”46 Details such as performance attire, spoken 

words, look of the venue and program are scrupulously considered with the music and 

her message at the fore of her mind. Nadina’s rationale for creating multi-sensory 

performance experiences is partly rooted in personal experience. “Being in church and 

having your eyes focused forward doesn’t work for me. I get restless immediately, so I 

assume that I’m not the only person in the world that has that to some extent.”47 She goes 

on to describe a state of mind where “even people who are capable of amazing focus” use 

colour to “access layers that you don’t expect.”48 

Nadina calls one of her recent audience engagement experiments “Shades of 

Play.” At the time of her interview, she had tried out this idea in five very different 

contexts: a solo recital, housewarming concert, master class, workshop at a drop-in centre 

for at-risk girls, and a performance at a winery. In “Shades of Play,” Nadina distributes a 

pile of sketches she has done to members of the audience. She invites them to colour her 

sketch or add to it. On the blank side of the sheet of paper, she asks them to write down a 

single word that came to them while listening to her play. Later in the performance, she 

collects the sketches with words on the back, creates a poem from the words, and 

assembles the sketches into a scroll with sketches on one side and words on the other. 

Nadina has been thrilled with the outcome of this experiment. “What happens is people 
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talk to me, people always talk to me, but they talk to me differently. They have a lot of 

stuff to say, and then they’ll hand me the drawings. It’s amazing.”49 
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Chapter 3: PAUL FREHNER’S APOLLO X 

 

3.1 Background Information on Paul Frehner 

 

Composer Paul Frehner was born in Montréal, Quebec, in 1970. Of his musical 

origins, he says, “I think I knew I wanted to be a musician when I went downstairs one 

day and saw that my brother had bought a guitar.”50 In his early years as a musician, he 

played guitar in rock and folk music bands, studied piano, and played some clarinet in 

school band starting in grade six.51 He studied composition at McGill University, 

completing a Master’s in 1998 under Brian Cherney and DMA in 2004 under Denys 

Bouliane.52 Frehner considers himself to be a composer of “contemporary concert music 

and electroacoustic music”53 and has written in a variety of genres, including vocal and 

choral, orchestral, opera, electroacoustic, chamber, and solo, for a wide range of 

instruments. Prior to composing Apollo X in 2013, he wrote only two concertos: Berliner 

Konzert (2009) for piano trio and orchestra, and Tightrope (2004) for three accordions 

and orchestra.54 

Frehner’s works have been performed internationally, including performances by 

Canadian ensembles Esprit Orchestra in Toronto, CBC Vancouver Orchestra, Winnipeg 

Symphony Orchestra, and the Ensemble Contemporain de Montréal. Some of the 

                                                

50 Paul Frehner, interview by Margaret P. Fay, London, Ontario, November 14, 2014. 
51 Frehner, interview. 
52 Western Music: Don Wright Faculty of Music, “Paul Frehner,” Western University, 

http://www.music.uwo.ca/faculty/bios/paul-frehner.html, accessed August 28, 2017. 
53 Paul Frehner, “Paul Frehner, Composer,” www.paulfrehner.com, accessed June 11, 2017. 
54 Canadian Music Centre, “Paul Frehner: Biography,” 

http://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37762/biography, accessed August 15, 2017. 
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international ensembles that have performed his works include the Almeida Opera in 

London, U.K., Prague Philharmonia, and Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Frehner has won several awards as a composer both within Canada and abroad. 

He earned First Prize in the Prague Philharmonia’s “Symphony of the Third Millennium 

Composition Competition” for his orchestral work Elixirs (2001), a set of fifteen 

miniatures that “draw their inspiration from a wide variety of remedies, stimulants, 

sedatives, mood-enhancers.”55 In 2000, his orchestral work Overture 2000 (1999) won 

First Prize in the Jeunesses Musicales World Orchestra’s International Composition 

Competition. Among the benefits of winning this prize was that the work was premiered 

in a concert at the Berlin Konzerthaus by the Jeunesses Musicales World Orchestra on 

January 1, 2000, just after midnight.56 His work Lila (2005), for two “spatially separated” 

chamber orchestras, won the Claude Vivier National Award in the Montreal Symphony 

Orchestra’s International Composition Competition.57 In 2012, the Ontario Arts Council 

awarded Frehner the K.M. Hunter Artist Award in Classical Music, an award given to 

“individual emerging artists who have completed their training, begun to produce a body 

of work, and are starting to make a significant mark in the their field.” 
58

 

Frehner is an Associate Professor of Music at the Don Wright Faculty of Music, 

Western University, where he teaches composition, orchestration, electroacoustic music, 

and co-directs the Contemporary Music Ensemble. 

 

                                                

55 Frehner, www.paulfrehner.com. 
56 Ibid.  
57 SoundMakers, “Commissions: Lila,” Soundstreams, www.soundmakers.ca/soundstreams-

commissions/lila-paul-frehner, accessed June 13, 2017. 
58 K.M. Hunter Charitable Foundation, “K.M. Hunter Artist Awards,” 
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3.2 How the Concerto Project Came into Being 

 

Alain Trudel, former music director of Orchestra London Canada in London, 

Ontario, played a significant role in the genesis of this concerto. Trudel was 

programming repertoire for a new music concert to take place in November 2013 and 

wanted to feature Nadina as a soloist. He suggested to Nadina that she commission a 

concerto from Frehner to be premiered with Orchestra London for this event. Frehner was 

quite surprised when he received an e-mail from Nadina investigating whether or not he 

would be interested in writing a concerto for her, describing his reaction as, “Wow, 

where’d that come from!”59 Frehner admits that he never thought that he would get a 

request to write a bassoon concerto, but says he “jumped at the opportunity”60 to 

collaborate with her. Funding for the commission came from three sources: the Ontario 

Arts Council, Nadina, and Bianca Chambul, a bassoon student of Nadina’s at the 

University of Toronto at that time.  

 

3.3 Preparing to Write for the Bassoon 

 

Though Frehner had written for the bassoon many times in an orchestral context, 

he had never written for the bassoon in a solo context before composing Apollo X.  He 

has also never held or blown into a bassoon, and he says that, “When it comes down to 

bassoon, I honestly have no idea how things would be fingered.”61 He went on to 

describe how when writing for other instruments, such as the piano or the violin, he is 

able to imagine how a passage might be played by visualizing the fingering because he 

has an understanding of how the instrument works, even if he might not be capable of 

                                                

59 Frehner, interview. 
60 Ibid. 
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playing the passage himself. With that in mind, Frehner also made it clear that his 

visualization of how to play a passage is not the driving force behind his compositional 

process, stating that, “I think it’s important not to be limited by how you play things. I 

always try to really let the imagination dictate where the piece will go.”62 

Composing a work without mechanical knowledge of the instrument can result in 

a double-edged sword. On the one hand, without a kinesthetic awareness of the 

capabilities of an instrument, the composer is perhaps less likely to fall back on idioms 

and more likely to create something novel for the instrument. On the other hand, the 

composer runs the risk of unintentionally composing something that is unplayable or 

extremely awkward to execute well. Without the visualization stage of the compositional 

process, Frehner says, “it’s often just a risk. I’ll try this and will see if the player screams 

at me to say that, ‘You should not have done this, this is totally awkward.’” He goes on to 

say that though this process can be ‘hit or miss,” it’s been mostly “hit.” 

To prepare himself for writing his first bassoon concerto, Frehner looked at 

several bassoon concertos in order to get a sense of what was already out there. He 

looked at some of the best-known bassoon concerto repertoire, such as W. A. Mozart’s 

Bassoon Concerto, K. 191, and Antonio Vivaldi’s bassoon concertos, but he also wanted 

to get a sense of more recent bassoon concertos. At the Western University Music 

Library, he found scores for David Amram’s Bassoon Concerto (1970), Peter Maxwell 

Davies’ Strathclyde Concerto (1993), and Andrzej Panufnik’s Bassoon Concerto (1985), 

and studied them. He also purchased Pascal Gallois’ The Techniques of Bassoon 
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Playing,63 a 126-page compendium of extended techniques on the bassoon, complete 

with suggestions for notation, fingerings, and sound production, and listened to the 

accompanying CD to familiarize himself with the different sounds created by each of the 

techniques described. Frehner also credits his time working with bassoonists in the 

Contemporary Ensemble at Western University as having an impact on his understanding 

of the bassoon’s capabilities. 

 
3.4 Space Exploration as a Source of Inspiration  

When Frehner began working on Apollo X, he wanted his concerto to be more 

than just a three-movement work for bassoon entitled “Concerto.” In the early stages of 

his compositional process, Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield released his cover of David 

Bowie’s Space Oddity (1969), recorded in 2013 from the International Space Station and 

featuring Hadfield floating around while singing and playing the guitar.64 Frehner was 

not only struck by how the video was a demonstration of incredible feats of space 

exploration and technology, but also by how far-reaching the performance was. To date, 

it is estimated that approximately 22 million people have viewed Hadfield’s music video 

and according to NASA, it is the first music video filmed in space.65 In Hadfield’s words, 

“It was meant as a way to allow people to experience, without it being stated, that our 

culture had reached beyond the planet.”66 

To Frehner, space exploration and the bassoon seemed like a fitting match. In the 

composer’s words, “The bassoon is sort of shaped like a rocket ship and I think, if any 

                                                

63 Pascal Gallois, The Techniques of Bassoon Playing, Bärenreiter Kassel, New York, 2009.  
64 Andrew Griffin, “David Bowie: How Chris Hadfield’s Space Oddity Cover from Orbit was Helped by 

the Real Starman,” Independent, January 11, 2016, accessed May 15, 2017. 
65 Chris Hadfield Inc, “Space Oddity,” http://chrishadfield.ca/space-oddity/, accessed August 16, 2017. 
66 Hadfield, www.chrishadfield.ca/space-oddity. 
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instrument has come from outer space, it just might be the bassoon.” He went on to 

describe the sound of a bassoon as “extraterrestrial throughout its register.” 

Hadfield’s video also got Frehner thinking about how various artists have been 

inspired by space and space exploration, which, in turn, led Frehner to feel inspired by 

artists who were inspired by space. Even before space exploration began, composers 

found inspiration in outer space, as demonstrated by Gustav Holst’s orchestral suite The 

Planets, Op. 32 (1914-1916), Franz Joseph Haydn’s opera Il mondo della luna (1777), 

and Rued Langgaard’s Music of the Spheres (1916-1918), for orchestra, choir, organ, off-

stage orchestra, and soprano soloist.67 Once space exploration began in the 1950s,68 

space-inspired music took off, and a new musical genre called “space rock” emerged in 

the late 1960s. Space music, a type of rock music “characterized by loose and lengthy 

structures centred on instrumental textures that prodice a hypnotic, otherworldly 

sound,”69 happens to be a genre that Frehner that listened to as a teenager and young 

adult.  

As Frehner contemplated space-exploration-inspired music, a few examples of 

space rock lingered in the forefront of his mind. In addition to David Bowie’s Space 

Oddity, Frehner found himself thinking about Pink Floyd’s album The Dark Side of the 

Moon (1973) and Walking on the Moon (1979) by The Police. Since this music was 

lingering in his mental soundscape, it seemed fitting to Frehner that references to these 

songs make their way into his concerto. All of these songs are quoted in some way in this 

                                                

67 Wilhelm Hansen, “Sfærernes Musik (Music of the Spheres),” Rued Langgaard, 

http://www.langgaard.dk/musik/vaerker/128e.htm, accessed August 15, 2017. 
68 National Geographic Society, “Space Exploration,” National Geographic, 
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concerto, though many of the references are likely too obscure for even the most attuned 

listener to detect. These references appear in several different forms: as melodic snippets, 

chord progressions, textures, and drum grooves. Frehner makes it clear that these 

references are not intended to be discernable to the average listener, but that they are 

meaningful to the composer in terms of how it connects his piece to other space-inspired 

artists. 

The title of Frehner’s concerto, Apollo X, does not refer specifically to the tenth 

Apollo space mission. The “X” is a variable for any of the Apollo space missions, which 

took place from 1967 to 1972 and are perhaps best known for the eleventh mission, 

which resulted in American astronaut Neil Armstrong’s first steps on the moon.70 As a 

whole, Frehner considers the title of his work to be not only a reference to the Apollo 

space program, but also a representation of the “constant inspiration by life around us and 

space around us.”71 

 

3.5 Description of the Collaborative Process 

 Though Frehner composed the draft of Apollo X independently of Nadina, he was 

very much in communication with her throughout the editing process. Frehner began 

composing his concerto in the summer of 2013. He e-mailed Nadina drafts of each of the 

three movements as they were completed and she responded with comments on the 

bassoon part. In November 2013, Nadina met with Frehner at his house in London, 

Ontario, and they spent an hour and a half working through the first movement with 

                                                

70 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, “Apollo 11 Mission Overview,” NASA. 
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Nadina on bassoon and Frehner playing portions of the orchestral part at the piano. 

Nadina and Frehner kindly let me sit in on this session with my video camera.  

Frehner was particularly concerned about the bassoon writing in the first 

movement. The first movement calls for several different extended techniques pulled 

from Pascal Gallois’ The Techniques of Bassoon Playing, as well as lots of rapid 

tonguing, and circular breathing. Frehner wanted to make sure that his demands were 

reasonable. In that first movement, he says, “I began by composing my ideal version of 

the bassoon part, and then afterwards, through working with Nadina I created another 

version...” The changes made during their session together were minimal, but significant 

in terms of the overall working of the bassoon part.  

 

3.6 Overview of Apollo X 

Apollo X is in three movements and has a running time of approximately 16 

minutes. It is scored for solo bassoon, strings, and percussion. The percussion part is to 

be played by one player and calls for a range of instruments: vibraphone, marimba, two 

triangles, sistrum, two gongs, medium tam tam, and medium orchestral bass drum.72 In 

his performance notes, Frehner writes that the bassoon part may be amplified and that the 

“equalizer on the amp should be adjusted so that the bassoon sounds as natural (i.e. 

uncolored) as possible.”73 The movement titles, I. Ten, Nine, Eight…, II. Secret, Oh 

Secret, and III. Giant Steps, evoke images of space exploration and venturing into the 

unknown. 

Many extended techniques are called for in the bassoon part, as shown in Table 3. 
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In interviews with Frehner and Nadina, they both emphasized that the extended 

techniques in this work were chosen for musical reasons, and not simply as a means of 

creating a compendium of possible extended techniques on the bassoon. When I asked 

Frehner about the absence of extended techniques in the orchestral parts, he replied,  

“…well, it is a concerto for the bassoon, and I’m really trying to push the bassoon in 

some way, or at least push my writing to explore it in different ways.” 

Table 3. Extended Techniques Used in Paul Frehner’s Apollo X. 

Extended Technique Measure Number(s) 

Rolling note I. 1, 87 

Harmonic I. 2, 3 

Bisbigliando I. 4-10, 106-109, 118-121, 123, 127 

Glissando I. 10, 85-87, 125-126 
III. 52-55, 68-69 

Smorzato I. 30-31, 52-54 

Flutter tonguing I. 47-50, 92-95 
II. 33-35, 45-46 
III. 69-70, 75-76 

Berio tremolo II. 33-35, 37-39, 45-46 

Flap tongue III. 7 

 

The inclusion of the ancient sistrum in the roster of percussion instruments might 

seem unusual for a concerto inspired by the cutting edge of space exploration, especially 

given the array of new sounds created by the extensive extended techniques in the 

bassoon part. The sistrum is a “sliding rattle in the shape of a spur… Possibly of sub-

Saharan origin” that is “usually interpreted as having been apotropaic, that is, to ward off 
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undesirable evil spirits.”74 Frehner chose to include sistrum in the opening of the second 

movement, which is marked “Ceremonial, yet in a strict tempo,” because he wanted to 

create a “ritualistic atmosphere.”75 The movement opens with a percussion ostinato that 

includes sistrum, and then the “solo cello comes in playing this melodic line, as if it’s… 

some sort of space organum against the backdrop of a gong and a sistrum.”76  

3.7 Under the Influence of Vivaldi: Form in the First Movement of Apollo X 

On Frehner’s webpage on Apollo X, he states that, “Formally, the piece is 

influenced by certain of Vivaldi’s bassoon concertos.”77 This influence is perhaps not 

readily apparent to the listener. However, in the first movement, aspects of the bassoon 

writing and the instrumentation are reminiscent of ritornello form and the Baroque 

concerto.  

The first movement, formally outline in Table 3, is in rondo form. In broad 

strokes, the two forms are loosely related in that they both exhibit an alternation between 

recurring and new thematic material. The connection between ritornello form and rondo 

form is flawed, however, in that ritornello form does not typically feature the solo 

instrument during the recurring thematic sections, whereas rondo movements in 

concertos typically do. There are a few indicators of a Baroque influence within the A-

material and in terms of the instrumentation of the movement. While the movement is 

rife with extended techniques in the bassoon part, there are almost none within the A-

sections, marking these recurring passages as more traditional. Secondly, the bassoon 
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writing within the A-sections tends to sit in the lowest register of the bassoon, as though 

for these passages only, the bassoon has switched to more of a basso continuo role. 

Lastly, the instrumentation of the movement, solo bassoon, strings, and 

vibraphone/marimba, is similar to the instrumentation of the Vivaldi concertos, scored for 

solo bassoon, strings, and harpsichord. 

 

Table 4.  Form in the first movement of Apollo X, “Ten, Nine, Eight, …”  

Section Measures Defining Characteristics 

Introduction 1-11 Rolling note and harmonics followed by timbral trill in 
bassoon accompanied by sustained chords in orchestra 

A  Phrase 1 12-33 
 

A-Theme concluding with brief Smorzato section 
 

Phrase 2 33-45 A-Theme restated, leads directly into B-section 

B 46-58 Flutter tongue passage followed by Smorzato, A-E♭ 
tritone forms harmonic backbone 

A’ Phrase 3 59-77 
 

A-Theme coming to grinding halt on sustained F-A♭ 

dyad 

Phrase 4 78-84 
 

Modified A-Theme in strings 

C 85-105 Contains several styles presented one after the other: 
Sustained chord with unusual voicing, bassoon 
cadenza, lyrical bassoon accompanied by pizzicato 

cello and bass, concludes with homophonic pesante 
section 

A’’ Phrase 5 106-117 Modified A-Theme in strings, rhythmic motor 
gradually slows down to quarter notes in all 
instruments (like the slowing of an engine, end of 
journey in space) 

Coda 118-127 Similar to Introduction, timbral trill in bassoon 
accompanied by sustained chords in orchestra, this 
time with interplay between bassoon and vibraphone 

 

3.8 Collaboration with Nadina: Experimenting with Harmonics 

Nadina and Frehner’s session together began with a discussion of the rolling notes 

and harmonics that open the piece. With these opening solo bassoon measures, Frehner 
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wanted to “give the listener a sound that they’d never heard before, a reason for this 

space exploration. … to provide sounds that are beyond the ordinary.” 78 Though 

completely different stylistically, Frehner’s desired effect is akin to the opening measures 

of Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, which also begins with unaccompanied bassoon 

creating unusual sounds in an effort to evoke something otherworldly. In order to achieve 

this effect, he selected a rolling note and two harmonics from Gallois’ book. A rolling 

note is a rapid fluctuation between two pitches, produced by a single, unstable fingering. 

It is related to a multiphonic in that a single fingering produces more than one pitch, but 

distinguished by the fact that only two pitches are produced and they never sound at the 

same time. In the case of a multiphonic, two or more pitches sound simultaneously.  

Gallois lists four possible rolling notes in his book, all in the low register of the 

bassoon. Three of them are formed from a low B♭ (B♭1), with a different key or covered 

hole omitted from the fingering, which in its usual form, calls for twelve covered keys or 

holes. The fourth is formed from low E♭ (E♭2) with the addition of the low D key in the 

left hand. In addition to showing fingerings and notation for rolling notes, Gallois 

provides the following instructions: “The ‘rolling note’ is obtained by a stronger lip 

pressure on the reed. The stronger the pressure, the more the note rolls. The speed of the 

roll is easy to control. Rolling notes cannot be played in f dynamics.”79 For the opening 

measures of his concerto, shown in Example 1, Frehner chose Gallois’ “Rolling note I.” 

“Rolling note I” is formed by omitting the low E key from a low B♭ (B♭1). Because 

rolling notes are not a standard bassoon technique, Frehner indicated the fingering in the 

score.  
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Example 1. The Opening of Paul Frehner’s Apollo X, mm. 1-3. 
 
 

 

Following the low-sounding rolling note, Frehner wanted to give a sense of 

“reaching up to a stratospheric note, that could be possibly metaphoric in a way, but also 

I just wanted to present the listener with proof that there’s life beyond the earth.” After 

listening to the CD accompanying Gallois’ book, Frehner felt that harmonics would be 

ideal for this effect. In Gallois’ book, he provides specific instructions regarding lip 

position, lip pressure, and air pressure, for every harmonic, depending on the register of 

the fundamental fingering and which partial is desired. As shown in m. 2 of Example 1, 

the fingered note is notated as a diamond and the sounding as note as a solid notehead.  

Example 1 shows the final version of these opening measures. Since Frehner’s 

first draft of the movement, m. 3 of this passage has undergone two revisions as a result 

of collaborating with Nadina. In his first draft, he notated the F4 in m. 3 as a harmonic of 

B♭1. This harmonic is created by fingering low B♭ (B♭1) and blowing with the “lips 

placed 2 cm from the tip of the reed, even more air pressure, and even more lip 
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pressure.”80 As Nadina and Frehner worked together on this passage in their November 

2017 session, however, they concluded that this harmonic could not be produced reliably 

enough. They pored over the harmonics catalogued in the Gallois, tried out a few 

alternatives, and found that the same pitch, F4, could be more reliably produced as a fifth 

partial of low D♭ (D♭2). Frehner likely selected his first version of the second harmonic 

shown in part because it does not require a change of fingering from m. 2 to m. 3. This is 

the version that was performed in the November 2013 and February 2016 performances 

of this movement. 

More recently, Frehner conducted a third performance by Nadina of Apollo X at 

Heliconian Hall in Toronto, Ontario, on October 11, 2017. In rehearsals, they felt that 

even this second version of the harmonic in m. 3 was not reliable enough. As a result, 

Frehner decided to change this harmonic to a regular F4. Since the opening of the 

concerto still involves a shift from a rolling note to a higher sounding harmonic in m. 2, 

the final version of the passage still accomplishes Frehner’s goal of “reaching up to a 

stratospheric note.” It was in working with a live bassoonist that they were able to create 

a version that both fulfilled Frehner’s artistic vision and sat well on the bassoon.  

 

3.9 Collaboration with Nadina: Creating a Wah-Wah Effect  

 Following the rolling note and pair of harmonics that open the piece, Frehner 

wanted to create a wah-wah effect in the bassoon part. At the time of composition, 

Nadina had recently acquired a new amplifier for her bassoon and she was eager for 

opportunities to use it. Initially, Frehner asked Nadina if she would be able to hook up a 

                                                

80 Gallois, 34. 
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wah-wah pedal to her bassoon, stating that, “usually some of these spacey sounds are 

available through electronics.”81 Nadina was willing, but after studying Gallois’ book and 

listening to the accompanying CD, Frehner found that “you could do all sorts of spacey 

sounds just with the bassoon all by itself.”82 When he met with Nadina and had her 

demonstrate a technique called bisbigliando in person, he knew that he could achieve the 

effect he wanted without the use of a wah-wah pedal. 

 Bisbigliando, which is also commonly referred to as a “timbral trill,” is produced 

by alternating between two fingerings for the same note. The difference in the tone 

quality produced by the two fingerings results in a wah-wah effect. Frehner uses 

bisbigliando in the two less rhythmically-driven sections of the first movement, the 

introduction and coda. Both of these sections are marked “Floating” and feature a lush, 

sustained chord accompaniment in the strings and vibraphone. Example 2 shows the full 

score for the opening of the movement. In m. 4, marked “bisbigliando,” Frehner indicates 

the alternation between fingerings for A4 with an “n” for the bassoonist’s normal A4 

fingering, and a small circle for an alternate fingering.83 The rate of the bisbigliando 

gradually increases through to the climax of the phrase, from quarter-note triplets in m. 4 

to 32nd notes at the end of m. 9, culminating in bisbigliando notated as a tremolo just 

before the climax in m. 10.  

 

 

 

                                                

81 Frehner, interview. 
82 Ibid. 
83 When I performed this movement in 2015, I produced the alternate A4 fingering by removing the E-flat 

resonance key from my standard A4 fingering. 
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Example 2. Full score of Opening of Apollo X, I. Ten, Nine, Eight..., mm. 1-7. 

 

 

 The string accompaniment, which Frehner refers to as “a bit of a harmonic pillow 

for this vowel modulation that the bassoonist is doing,” supports both the oscillating 

quality of the bisbigliando and the “stratospheric”84 atmosphere Frehner was hoping to 

achieve in the opening measures of the movement. As shown in Example 2, the strings 

alternate between a B♭-major seventh chord and an A-minor seventh chord, beginning in 

m. 5. This alternation between harmonies mimics the oscillation of the bisbigliando, 

albeit at a much slower rate. The bisbigliando, in turn, acts almost as a sonic 

representation of far away galaxies viewed through a telescope, coming into and out of 

focus. The upper strings, with their staggered entries a third apart and ascending melodic 

line, create a sense of rising into space (See Example 2.). In mm. 5 and 6, the upper notes 

                                                

84 Frehner, interview. 
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of the second violin and viola dyads add a ninth and eleventh to the existing seventh 

chord, further contributing to the sense of upward expansion.  

 Although Frehner did not end up needing to use a wah-wah pedal in order to 

achieve the wah-wah sound he wanted, his discussion with Nadina about bassoon 

amplification did yield an unintended result. When Frehner first broached the subject, 

Nadina was clearly keen on trying out her new amplifier. They decided that Apollo X 

would be premiered on amplified bassoon, even though the concerto is not written that 

way. It was a fortunate decision, as the premiere was part of a gala concert during which 

the audience was eating dinner.   

 

3.10 Collaboration with Nadina: Where to Breathe! 

 The A-material is marked by a recurring sixteenth-note figure in the bassoon part 

that calls for an extended period of rapid tonguing in the low register. To Frehner, this 

figure represents the take off into space referred to in the title of this movement, “Ten, 

Nine, Eight…” Every time the figure occurs, the bassoonist must play at least seventeen 

quarter-note beats of continuous sixteenth notes without any notated rests, a task that is 

more difficult to accomplish in the low register of the bassoon. Example 3 shows the first 

two measures of this figure the first time it occurs. The tempo of this passage is 108 to 

the quarter note. 
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Example 3. Recurring Sixteenth-Note Figure from Apollo X, I. Ten, Nine, Eight…, mm. 
18-20. 
 
 

 

 When Frehner was working on this section, he was hoping that there would be no 

need to break the momentum provided by the continuous sixteenth-note. He e-mailed 

Nadina to ask whether or not she could circular breathe, and he was thrilled to discover 

that she could. In working with Nadina in person, however, Frehner says that he 

“gradually realized that circular breathing works better in certain situations than 

others.”85 In their session together, it became clear that the register of the passage and the 

continuous rapid articulation were not best suited for circular breathing. He was thrilled 

to discover, however, how little time was needed to take a breath. “That was a bit of an 

eye-opener… how little time was needed to take a breath. Sometimes all you need is that 

16th note and you can keep on going.”86 Nadina and Frehner worked through the passage 

and found a solution that “still has that momentum forward while at the same time 

allowing spots for breaths.”87 In Example 3, two possible breathing places are indicated 

by asterisks above two of the notes in m. 19. Frehner provides the following instructions: 

“*indicates a note that may optionally be replaced by a rest of equivalent value to 

                                                

85 Ibid. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
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facilitate breathing. If breathing here, omit both notes.”88 In every subsequent occurrence 

of this repeated sixteenth-note figure, similar optional breathing places are indicated by 

asterisks. In the third movement, Frehner makes use of the same notation to indicate 

optional breathing places in passages where obvious breathing places are few and far 

between. 

 The bassoon writing in this recurring motive, calling for continuous rapid 

tonguing in the low register, is non-idiomatic and few similar examples exist in the solo 

bassoon literature. For better or for worse, one could argue that if Frehner had a better 

understanding of how to play the bassoon, he might not have composed such a passage. 

Not only is it more difficult to tongue quickly in the low register than in any other 

register, but D2, the note that begins each iteration of the motive, is a notoriously finicky 

note on the bassoon. It often sits sharp, speaks slightly less reliably, and has a thinner 

tone than the surrounding notes. Having said that, this disregard for idiomatic bassoon 

writing is among the things Nadina hopes for when she commissions a new concerto. She 

says: 

I try to steer the composers away from tailoring it specifically for me, that they 
write stuff that I can’t play, not stuff that I can play. I encourage them to write 
things that they hear and then I come to that level, or even partially to that level. 
And I know that there are better players than me out there, everyone can grasp 
some of it, if it captures their imagination, then they’ll refine their technique. I 
find in the pedagogy of our instrument, there are so many strictures about “well, 
you can’t do this, you can’t do that.” You actually can do a lot and the more you 
hear it, I hope to activate that little thing that says, “Oh, I can do that better,” 
cause that’s in there too, it’s in all of us. Or, that sound could go with this, to just 
raise the level of virtuosity of the instrument. It’s kind of like an iPad, you can do 
so much more than most of its users realize.89 

 

                                                

88 Frehner, Apollo X.  
89 Nadina Mackie Jackson, interview by Margaret P. Fay, Ottawa, Ontario, June 11, 2015. 
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3.11 Apollo X’s Premieres 

Apollo X effectively had two premieres. The first movement was premiered by 

Orchestra London on November 21, 2013, at the Hyatt Hotel Ballroom in London, 

Ontario. The ensemble was led by Alain Trudel and the performance was part of a 

fundraiser gala. In the same concert, Nadina played Carl Maria von Weber’s Andante and 

Hungarian Rondo, Op. 35, for solo bassoon and orchestra. Before heading on stage, 

Nadina remembers expressing her worries about the opening harmonics to Orchestra 

London bassoonist David Haward. “I said to David Haward, ‘I don’t know if I’m going 

to get it.’ He says, ‘You always get it. Don’t strong arm it.” I did exactly what he said, I 

thought the F, and I just did it. And it worked!”90 Nadina has a special relationship with 

those opening harmonics. Not only does she “want” the second harmonic to be another 

note, but as she plays these opening measures, she is well aware that “those weird 

harmonics” are “the first bassoon sound that those people had ever heard before.”91 

The complete concerto was premiered just over a year later on February 5, 2016, 

by the Group of Twenty-Seven at the Centre for Social Innovation in Toronto, Ontario. 

The ensemble was led by Eric Paetkau and Paul Frehner introduced the concerto. For 

both premiere performances, Nadina amplified her bassoon. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
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Chapter 4: CONCLUSION 

In looking at just one of the 17 concertos written for Nadina Mackie Jackson, the 

incredible amount of effort and thought that goes into producing a single concerto 

premiere is apparent. In consultation with Nadina, Frehner was able to create a solo 

bassoon work that is both novel and well-written for the instrument. When experts work 

together, they can help raise the level in each of their disciplines and achieve great results 

that are mutually beneficial. I hope that Nadina’s success in the seemingly improbable 

field of solo bassoon and Frehner’s zeal for exploring the outer limits of the bassoon’s 

capabilities will serve as inspiration for bassoonists, composers, and artistic directors 

alike.  

Since the interviews for this project were conducted, Canadian bassoonist 

Kathleen McLean has undertaken an enormous bassoon concerto commissioning project 

with Dutch composer Chiel Meijering. Together, they have produced an astonishing 90 

bassoon concertos within the past two years alone, 34 of which are originally scored for 

bassoon and orchestra.92  In the decade prior to Nadina’s and McLean’s recent bassoon 

concerto projects, there are several Canadian bassoonists who actively commissioned, 

performed, or recorded new concertos for the bassoon. Michael Sweeney, principal 

bassoonist of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, commissioned and recorded Marjan 

Mozetich’s Concerto for Bassoon (2003).93 Christopher Millard Principal Bassoon of the 

                                                

92 The first 56 concertos were originally scored for eagle recorder and string orchestra. Source: Chiel 

Meijering, “Chiel Meijering: Composer,” Chiel Meijering, http://www.chielmeijering.com/all-

works/bassoon/, accessed September 4, 2017. 
93 Michael Sweeney, “Marjan Mozetich: Concerto for Bassoon and Strings with Marimba,” 

http://www.michaelsweeney.com/Mozetich_Notes.htm, accessed September 4, 2017. 
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National Arts Centre Orchestra in Ottawa, Ontario, received a Juno award for his 2000 

recording of Jacques Hétu’s Bassoon Concerto, Op. 31 (1979).94 Millard and Sweeney 

are jointly responsible for encouraging the creation of Rodney Sharman’s concerto, At 

Dusk (2003).95
 

When I asked Nadina for parting words to bassoonists and composers, she had a 

lot to say. At the most basic level, she wants to impart to young players that they should 

not be afraid to take on unusual projects. “The thing that I would say to young players, is 

that you have a desire to do something, if you have a suspicion that this is going to be a 

wonderful thing, it is going to be a wonderful thing.”96 She also made it very clear that 

she feels there ought to be more bassoonists performing as soloists.  “If you only let one 

bassoonist in one orchestra be a soloist, it’s not enough. It’s as if all the think tanks in 

Waterloo were only allowed one idea by their CEO, instead of thousands of ideas by 

everybody in the structure, and that you’re never allowed to make a mistake. There has to 

be volume, sheer volume of presentations before something will rise to its greatest 

level.”97 She feels that although the level of bassoon playing is higher than ever, that 

today’s bassoonists, as a group, are not doing enough to get themselves featured as 

soloists.  “We still have a servant’s mentality and we don’t want to attract the master and 

get in trouble. I’d like there to be a community. I would love to go hear other bassoon 

concertos that blew my mind and made me long to be on stage. I want them to do 

                                                

94 Juno: Canada’s Music Awards, “Classical Album of the Year: Large Ensemble or Soloist(s) with Large 

Ensemble Accompaniment 2004,” The Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, 

http://junoawards.ca/nomination/2004-classical-album-of-the-year-large-ensemble-or-soloists-with-large-

ensemble-accompaniment-andre-laplante-piano-christopher-millard-bassoonn-robert-cram-flute-joaquin-
valdepenas-clarin/, accessed September 4, 2017. 
95Michael Sweeney, “Rodney Sharman: At Dusk,” http://www.michaelsweeney.com/Sharman_Notes.htm, 

accessed September 4, 2017. 
96 Jackson, interview, Drayton. 
97 Ibid. 
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something, not just behave well.”98 She sees the promotion of the bassoon as integral to 

the health of the orchestra, stating that, “The other thing is that the bassoon is the canary 

in the mine. If the bassoon fails as an instrument, the whole orchestra goes down without 

question. It’s just the same as if the viola fails. So, everybody actually should be more 

interested than they are. I guarantee it, if the bassoon community is thriving, then their 

orchestra is thriving and I’d like anybody to show me the contrary.”99   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

98 Ibid. 
99 Ibid. 
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Appendix: Resources 

A.1 Canadian Music Centre 

Founded in 1959,100 The Canadian Music Centre (CMC) is the primary resource 

for finding out more about Canadian composers and compositions. They have an 

extensive collection of scores by Canadian composers, which they strive to make easily 

accessible through their lending library, publishing house, and repertoire consultation 

services.  The CMC has locations in five cities across Canada and a website designed for 

easy access to composer biographies, recordings of their works, and scores. They offer 

commercial recordings through their Centrediscs label and archival recordings through 

CentreStreams, the CMC’s online streaming service. The site content can be searched via 

a number of filters, including composer, instrumentation, and year of composition. It 

should be noted, however, that while the collection is extensive and easy to access, it is 

by no means comprehensive. For example, at the time of writing, there was no CMC 

entry for Constantine Caravassilis’ Silver Angel or any of Mathieu Lussier’s works. The 

CMC can be accessed through www.musiccentre.ca.  

 

A.2 Where to Find More on Paul Frehner and Apollo X  

More information about Paul Frehner and Apollo X can be found through 

Frehner’s personal website (paulfrehner.com) and the CMC. Through his website, there is 

a MIDI rendition of Apollo X available for download. Frehner’s CMC biographical entry 

can be found at musiccentre.ca/node/37762 and the score and parts for Apollo X can be 

purchased through the CMC at www.musiccentre.ca/node/119301. A video of Nadina’s 

                                                

100 Canadian Music Centre, “About CMC,” www.musiccentre.ca/about, accessed September 2, 2017. 
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February 5, 2016, performance of the first movement of Apollo X with Group of Twenty-

Seven is available on YouTube.101 

 

A.3 Where to Find More on Constantine Caravassilis and Silver Angel 

The CMC website hosts Caravassilis’ biography and a link to recordings of his 

compositions.102 The score for Silver Angel is not available through the CMC site. 

Caravassilis self-publishes his compositions under the name Pythagorean Editions. For 

inquiries about his music, he can be reached at opus299@gmail.com. Caravassilis also 

has a SoundCloud profile with links to recordings of his works and interviews related to 

his compositions.103 A video of Nadina’s second performance of Silver Angel on October 

24, 2016, with Caravassilis conducting is available on YouTube.104  

 

A.4 Nadina’s Discography 

As “the most widely recorded Canadian bassoonist in history,”105 Nadina’s discography 

is extensive. A complete listing of her solo and chamber music recordings is shown in 

Table 5. 

 

 

 

 

                                                

101 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHcVUyKrIlI. 
102 https://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37878 
103 https://soundcloud.com/music-by-constantine 
104 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9NvfBGjQvU. 
105 www.nadinamackiejackson.com/about/] 
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Table 5. Nadina’s Discography. 

Solo Recordings 

Title Year 

Released 

Description 

Twelve Fantasias 2002 Georg Philipp Telemann’s Twelve Fantasias for Solo 

Flute performed on solo bassoon. 

Ever After 2003 Music by Domenico Scarlatti, Johann Sebastian Bach, 

Mathieu Lussier, and Sergei Prokofiev, with pianist 
David Swan. 

Notes from Abroad 2004 Music by Marcel Bitsch, Aleks Schürmer, Alexandre 

Tansman, Mathieu Lussier, John B. Hedges, René 
Duclos, and Gustave Schreck. 

Michele Corrette 2006 Nadina performs with Musica Franca on a CD of 

French Baroque repertoire. 

Joseph Bodin de 

Boismortier 

2006 In another collaboration with Musica Franca, Nadina 
performs the music of Joseph Bodin de Boismortier. 

Bacchanale 2007 Nadina and Guy Few perform music by Hindemith, 

Lussier, Shostakovich, and Persichetti. 

Romanza 2008 Nadina and Guy Few perform music by Johann 
Nepomuk Hummel, Ignaz Lachner, and Carl Maria 

von Weber. 

Aux Armes, Citoyens! 2010 Nadina performs repertoire associated with the French 

Revolution with classical wind sextet Les Jacobins. 

Nadina Mackie Jackson, 

Guy Few – After Hours 

 

2011 Nadina and Guy Few perform music by Dmitri 

Shostakovitch, Camille Saint-Saëns, Astor Piazzolla, 

Mathieu Lussier, Joseph Bodin de Boismortier, 

Niccolo Pagannini, and Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov. 

Twenty-Four Solos by 

Jean-Daniel Braun 

2011 Music for solo flute by Jean-Daniel Braun, performed 

on bassoon by Nadina. 

Vivaldi Bassoon 

Concerti Volume 1 

2012 Nadina performs eight of Vivaldi’s bassoon concertos. 

Canadian Concerto 

Project – Volume One 

2013 Newly commissioned concertos by Canadian 

composers for Nadina and trumpet soloist Guy Few, 

with music by Mathieu Lussier, Michael Occhipinti, 
and Glenn Buhr. 

Three 2015 Nadina performs as a part of the trio Three, comprised 

of flutist Leslie Newman, Guy Few, and herself. 

Something Borrowed, 

Something Blue 

2015 Nadina performs three Scarlatti Sonatas, which have 
been adapted by Michael Sweeney for solo bassoon. 

Chamber Music Recordings 

BassOOnatics! 1997 The Caliban Quartet of Bassoonists performs music 

of Gershwin, Brahms, Sibelius, Hahn, Clarke, 
Mozart, Anderson, McHugh & Fields/Tatum, 

Ellington, Lennon & McCartney, Stravinsky, 

Welsh, Weill, Piazzola, and Bill Douglas. 

Feast 2001 The Caliban Quartet of Bassoonists performs music 
for bassoons, piano, and drums. 

Caliban does Christmas 2006 The Caliban Quartet of Bassoonists performs 

arrangements of Christmas tunes. 
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A.5 Canadian Granting Organizations 

There are many granting organizations that seek to fund eligible projects initiated 

by Canadian performers and composers. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Nadina’s 

commissioning projects have received funding from the Ontario Arts Council, the 

Foundation Assisting Canadian Talent on Recordings (FACTOR), and the Canada 

Council for the Arts.106 

The Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN) 

lists 31 major granting agencies for Canadian musicians on their website, with many 

different parameters for eligibility.107 Professional musicians can apply to these agencies 

for grants related to recording, performance, touring, education, instrument, and other 

expenses, depending on the mandate of each agency. The agencies most sought out for 

commissioning and recording projects are listed below in Table 6. This table does not 

include the many regional granting agencies supporting professional artists in their 

provinces or cities. As the focus of this project is the commissioning of bassoon 

concertos by Canadian composers, only Canadian granting agencies are listed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

106
 Jackson, e-mail, August 25, 2017. 

107 SOCAN, “Music Funding Organizations,” Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of 

Canada, http://www.socan.ca/creators/member-resources/music-funding-organizations, accessed September 

1, 2017. 
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Table 6. Granting Agencies for Canadian Artists. 

Name Description Website 

Canada 
Council for the 
Arts 

Canada’s largest granting agency for 
professional artists and arts 
organizations. 

www.canadacouncil.ca 

FACTOR Short for the Foundation Assisting 
Canadian Talent on Recordings, 
FACTOR is a private/public partnership 
supporting the creation of recordings by 
Canadian musicians. It also helps with 
dispersing recordings to a wide audience. 

www.factor.ca 

Musicaction A private/public partnership with the 
same aims as FACTOR, but for 
promoting and distributing French-
language music of Canadian musicians. 

www.musicaction.ca 

Canada Music 
Fund 

A subsidiary of the Department of 
Canadian Heritage, seeks to promote the 
Canadian sound recording industry. 

www.pch.gc.ca/cmf-

music 

SOCAN 
Foundation 

A Canada-wide agency with grants 
available to support a variety of 
endeavors of professional musicians. 

www.socanfoundation.ca 

 

 

A.6 Bassoon Concertos Available through the Canadian Music Centre 

For anyone wishing to further investigate the Canadian bassoon concerto 

repertoire, Table 7 lists bassoon concertos by Canadian composers available through the 

Canadian Music Centre.  
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Table 7. Bassoon Concertos available through the Canadian Music Centre. 

Composer Title Year CMC Link 

Adaskin, 
Murray 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and Orchestra 

1960 http://musiccentre.ca/catalogue
/6933 

Eckhardt-
Gramatté, 
S.C. 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and Orchestra 

1954 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/17293 

Frehner, Paul Apollo X 2013 https://www.musiccentre.ca/ 
node/81232 

Giron, 
Arsenio 

Concertino for Bassoon 

and Orchestra 

1985 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
catalogue/70826 

Hétu, Jacques Bassoon Concerto, Op. 
31 

1979 https://www.musiccentre.ca/ 
node/28029 

Johnston, 
Richard 

Suite for Bassoon and 

Orchestra 

1946 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
catalogue/7335 

Komdorf, 
Nikolai 

Concerto Pastorale for 

Bassoon and Symphony 

Orchestra 

1971 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/27584 

Komorous, 
Rudolf 

Chamber Concerto for 

Bassoon and Orchestra 

1995 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
catalogue/67463 

Morawetz, 
Oskar 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and Chamber 

Orchestra 

1994 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/32789 

Mozetich, 
Marjan 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and String Orchestra 

with Marimba 

2003 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/25388 

Polson, 
Arthur 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and Strings 

1968 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/15722 

Sharman, 
Rodney 

At Dusk 2003 https://www.musiccentre.ca/ 
node/29239 

Tanner, 
David 

Divertimento for 

Bassoon and Strings 

2007 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
catalogue/60171 

Wevers, 
Harold 

Four Humours for 

Bassoon and Orchestra 

1968 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
catalogue/62682 

Wevers, 
Harold 

Nocturne for Bassoon 

and Orchestra 

1981 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
catalogue/57062 

Wuensch, 
Gerhard 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and Chamber 

Orchestra, Op. 69 

1976 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/7130 

Zuckert, 
León 

Concerto for Bassoon 

and String Orchestra 

1976 http://musiccentre.ca/ 
node/7138 
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